Maths

English

The focus is on measure; length, weight, height and

The children will be developing their writing skills
focussing on story writing. They will learn the structure
of story writing beginning, middle and end, be
imaginative, and adapt a familiar story to write their own.

volume. They will learn how to read measures and compare
in order to problem solve for a variety of different
challenges. These challenges will be linked with familiar
stories (Jack and the beanstalk -comparing heights, 3
little bears- comparing volume etc).

Spelling plays a key part in their writing objectives
therefore much work is still needed in this area.

DT

Science
In Science the children will be learning
about different plants and be able to
identify and name a common variety.
They will plant their own seeds and take
care of them observing their changes.

P.E
The children will practice throwing and
catching for game skills. They will learn the
importance of working as a team and
participate in numerous games both indoor
and outdoor.

The children will design and make
different Easter themed projects and
evaluate them.

Year 1: Spring 2
Art
The children will practice their
drawing skills from observation and
use a range of materials paints,
pastels, charcoal, collage crafts,
buttons, etc.

Computing
The children will practice using
technology (iPad’s and laptops) to create
and enhance their work. They will make
pictures to add to their story writing in
English and have the opportunity to type
captions.

Geography and History
Geography: Map work: reading, making, comparing and
understanding maps.
History: We will be exploring in to the past looking at the
questions who was Sir John Moore? And how have schools
changed over time?
They will develop their understanding of timelines and
ordering events correctly.

Tuesday – team skilled games
Wednesday- athletics (outside)
Friday- Achievement assembly so send in any certificates and
awards the children have gained. Spellings tested and new
spellings given out. Achievement assembly so send in any
certificates, trophies or awards the children have gained.

